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gA banz txtng!?!?

New law
cracks down
on distracted
driving

GARRETT REID

by Kate Harrison
kate.harrison@covenant.edu

NAOMI BELZ

Following
the

Funds
Senate’s money
distribution

by Adrienne Belz
adrienne.belz@covenant.edu

Covenant's Senate manages over
$200,000 in funds every year.
When a student pays the $300
returning student fee or registration
fee, $88 of it goes straight to the
Senate's fund. Senate reroutes these
funds to a plethora of clubs for
events, snacks, publications, travelling expenses, and guest speakers or
continued on page 2

It takes talent to navigate Lookout Mountain’s sharp curves while
tapping out a text message on a
cell phone. But plenty of Covenant
College students seem to have mastered the art.
Out of 124 Covenant students
polled, 101 said they’ve texted
while driving. 37 of these admitted
to texting while driving down the
mountain. Most said they knew the
combination was dangerous.
“I think texting and driving
is something a lot of people do,
myself included,” said freshman Michael Johnson. “I think it’s wrong,
but I keep doing it. I mainly text
at stoplights, but then sometimes
I stretch that rule to texting after
green lights and onto freeways.”
The Georgia Department of Public Safety is seeking to stomp out
the growing habit among drivers.
This July, Georgia legislature approved a ban on texting while driving. Traffic officers began enforcing
the new law in August.
The law gives the state a readier
stance in its fight against distracted
driving, a problem which has
evolved in tandem with wireless
phones and media players.
“With today’s technology people
think they can multitask,” said
Senior Trooper Dan Avery with
Georgia State Patrol. “They’re driving while using ipods, cell phones,
even computers. It’s such a bad
combination because it takes both
your mind and your hands off driving.”
The new law makes it illegal
for any driver to “operate a motor vehicle on any public road or

highway...while using a wireless
telecommunications device to write,
send, or read any text based communication."
Offenders are slapped with a $150
fine and one point on their driver’s
license.
Since the law was enacted Avery
said he has seen more warnings
issued than actual citations. Officers
say enforcing the law is difficult,
since officers have to see drivers
texting through the car window in
order to pull them over.
“Are we going to be able to prove
they were sending a text? We just
can’t be sure sometimes,” Avery
said.
Tennessee law enforcement has
been cracking down on texting
while driving since it passed its own
ban in July 2009. They’ve learned
the tell-tale signs of texting drivers,
said Lt. Patricia Main-Riggs with
the Tennesse Highway Patrol.
“You can usually tell they’re
texting if they keep looking down,”
she said.
Main-Riggs said other indicators
are driving at an unusually slow

speed on the highway, and carelessly
weaving in and out of lanes.
In Tennessee, violators are fined
$50 and may face a class C misdemeanor. But the state’s traffic officers have issued only 123 textingwhile-driving citations this year,
reported Dalya J. Qualls, Public
Information Officer with the Tennessee Department of Safety.
Despite the trickiness of the law’s
enforcement, Avery said it is still a
critical addition to state code.
“At least it’s going to make drivers
more aware of the dangers of texting,” he said. “It brings more atten-

tion to it than there used to be.”
Main-Riggs said she has seen
enough accidents involving texting
to prove the importance of the new
laws.
“When you’re driving and texting,
you’re totally taking your mind off
the road and everyone around you,”
she said.
Avery agrees.
“You may not think it’s a big deal
to send that one text. But when
you do that, you fail to realize that
wrecks happen so quickly. And so
easily.”

Important to Know:
• In Tennessee, drivers are allowed to text
while their car is stopped at a light, but
Georgia makes no exceptions to messaging
while behind the wheel.
• Georgia does not allow anyone under 18 to
use a cell phone while driving...not even to
take a call.
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Jones & McElrath Join Covenant Ranks
by Adrienne Belz
adrienne.belz@covenant.edu

Senate doles
out cash to
clubs
continued from page 1
bands.
Aaron Skrivan, the Senate's treasurer for three years now, said he is
tired of complaints from club leaders who say they didn’t get enough
money.

New
professors
bring unique
experience
to the table
GARRETT REID
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After visiting Covenant as a
12-year-old, Professor Ronald
Jones, the newest addition to Covenant’s business department, started
making money in hopes of attending one day. He saved over half of
his future tuition, equalling about
$20,000, by trimming hedges and
doing lawn work in his hometown
of Yucaipa, CA.
Jones majored in Biblical Studies
at Covenant. But after a one-year
paid ministry internship, Jones said
he realized that pastoral ministry
was not his primary calling. One of
his pastoral advisors counseled him
with these words: “Ron, if in doubt,
don’t.”
Jones turned to business instead.
Over the last 30 years he built
a sturdy resume working in the
business world. All of Jones’ jobs
prepared him for what he’s doing
now, he says.
After the ministry internship,
Jones drove back home to California and enrolled in business courses
at Crafton Hills Community College at home in Yucaipa. While in
school, he worked at a Christian
book store called Berean Books and
improved their sales with new business strategies - a perfect segue into
the world of business from Biblical
Studies.
Jones quickly climbed the ladder
of success by working as a salesman and then a CPA. From there
he worked at Bank of America and
then as a broker for Merrill Lynch,
UBS/ Paine Webber, and Cam-

bridge Investment Research.
Meanwhile, in 1986 Jones
married his best friend from high
school, Terri Scott. They now have
three children, two boys and a girl.
Their daughter Rachael is a junior
at Covenant.
While earning his Master of
Accountancy degree from New
Mexico State University (1991 to
1993), Jones had the opportunity
of teaching accounting courses to
undergraduates.
“That experience confirmed how
much I love helping young business
students with the real-world of
business,” he said.
Jones looks forward to helping
Covenant business graduates do

the same. “I truly want students to
discover what God has for them,”
said Jones.
Now Jones is finishing up an
interdisciplinary degree, a Doctor of Philosophy in Marketing
Education, with two supporting
fields of Accounting and Finance.
He just said this particular degree
fits Covenant’s need in the business
department.
Jones hopes his class structure helps students discover their
strengths aside from the aptitude
they have academically. He said that
students need to do a bit more daydreaming to foster their God-given
creative abilities.

by Anna Clare Freel

Some clubs receive thousands of
dollars while others receive $150 or
$200 for a semester.
Skrivan said, “Hours and hours
and hours of time are spent determining where the money should
go.”
He described how the Senate
must mull over which club's budget
plans will affect more of the student
population and give the money accordingly. For example, CAB’s Jazz
on the Overlook event, while free,
is heavily sponsored by the Senate
because the Senate knows that lots
of students will go.

The CAB committee got about
$27,000 for this semester. The other
three groups that get a large part of
the Senate money are the Bagpipe
which gets around $7,000 each
semester and the Tartan which gets
around $30,000 for the whole year.
The Senate is also responsible for
paying for odds and ends, such as
guest speakers’ honorariums and
lodging.
Junior Kaia Moore, the president
of the Tartan, said, “I know senate
was unable to make everyone's ideal
budget possible this year, but to me
that shows that they're conscious of

what money they have, what they
can spend, what they shouldn't.”

Faculty Quote of the Week

annaclare.freel@covenant.edu

With the hiring of Ken McElrath,
Associate Professor of Art, Covenant’s visual arts program is reaching further into the digital sphere.
McElrath comes to Covenant with
years of experience in the business
world and graphic design. He began
working as an adjunct professor at
Covenant two years ago, and his
position centered around the development of a digital art program. .
The digital lab, up and running since 2008, hosts ten Apple
computers, furbished with money
donated by the PCA group called
Women in the Church.
Still running two businesses,

The Tartan received an addition
$7,000 for this year’s colored
yearbook, though Skrivan said color
printing will not be approved again
for a while.
Not all presidents turned out as
happy as the Tartan’s.
Junior Rashad Gober, the president of the the Campus Stewardship Comittee, said his club’s funds
got slashed by 65 percent. He said
all movie rights for viewing got cut
from Senate funding including the

McElrath has practice combining
real work experience, technical
experience, and effective communication skills. He hopes that his
knowledge of the business world
will be of use to students trying to
use art to build a career.
“My career has been about solving problems. My art has served
a function. It is applied art,” said
McElrath.
McElrath’s understanding the
functional side of art flows into his
understanding of art as a ministry.
He concedes that fine art meets human needs, but argues that applied
art serves a more practical function.
“What I do here is help bring
creative sensibilities into an applied
form that meets human needs,” he
said.
McElrath hopes to use this mentality to forge stronger integration
between communications design
and other disciplines to cultivate
what he calls “design thinking”
among students. He’s hopeful for
more crossover and collaboration
between his department and others.
He’s also hoping to launch some
more classes in the digital arts,
including a possible digital photography course next fall.
Watching students use their
skills professionally has been the
highlight of McElrath’s time at
Covenant. He said he loves when
former students tell him his class
has helped them in a specific way
after graduation.
“Many years ago I had a dream of
teaching at Covenant. What are the
chances? God moved mountains,”
said McElrath.
CSC’s planned viewing of Food,
Inc. He was also turned down a
Georgia Coalition membership for
recycling - something he thinks is
important for a Christian school to
obtain.
“It’s really frustrating...but once I
talked to [student body president]
Alex Anderson about it, I felt better.
They will work with us. All of this
provides an obstacle, but we can
work around it,” said Gober.
“The Senate is on the same side as
the club presidents,” Skrivan said.
“Senate appreciates what club leaders do.”

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“When I think of selling my soul to the devil, I want to be paid in
Euros.”
-Dr. Cliff Foreman in American Literature
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The Verdict

Yes... to
having a pool on
campus.

No...

swimming. Still.

Not now. Maybe
next year. Probably not.
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The inside of The Camp House, boastng a stage, lounge, and cafe.

The Camp House Nourishes Body and Soul
by Tera Woods
tera.woods@covenant.edu

Fresh coffee, live
music, dancing,
and church are a
few things that are
a part of a typical
Covenant student’s
life. One venue in
downtown Chattanooga brings
all of these things
together in one
place: The Camp
House.
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The diverse programs at The Camp
House are unified by the body of
believers who are involved. Evensong, a contemporary Anglican
Church, meets at The Camp House
every Sunday night from 5:30-6:30
p.m.
“We felt God calling us from
Connecticut to Chattanooga,
Tennessee, of all places, to plant a
church,” said Rev. Chris Sorensen,
the pastor at Evensong Church.
Rev. Sorensen and the worship
band, Evensong Rising, followed
God’s calling and are now heavily

involved in the church. Teaming
up with Mission Chattanooga, the
church began meeting last March.
The Windfarm Coffee Bar opened
in early June and since then, the
Camp House has been a hot spot
for worship-hungry believers as well
as students looking for a place to
study while sipping chai and listening to talented local artists.
The coffee and chai lattes served
by the Windfarm Coffee Bar at The
Camp House offer one explanation
for why Starbucks hasn’t completely
taken over the world yet. But not
into coffee? You might be into the
pesto, Roma tomatoes, basil, and
brie paninis. Aaron behind the
counter masterfully creates the
famous “Trio Formaggio,” a panini
with muenster, mozzarella and goat
cheese melted between two warm
slices of focaccia bread. The sandwich was one of the best that I have
found in Chattanooga and it only
cost me $6.
The Camp House also hosts
dozens of Chattanooga musicians
on Friday nights from 8-11pm for
open mic nights. Musicians are
asked to only play original selections, which draws in talented artists from near and far. Local bands
and traveling bands are welcome to
play and even record for a small fee.
Dancing is also incorporated
into the diverse atmosphere of The
Camp House. Zumba dancing is

a fitness exercise that originated in
South America and is now becoming popular throughout the world.
Lindsey Morman is a full-time
mom and part-time Zumba dance
instructor at the Camp House. She
teaches men and women ranging from high school to 80 years
old. Her Zumba class goes from
10:30-11:30 a.m. every Saturday
morning. Morman started teaching
Zumba dancing in the area about
two years ago and was able to bring

her dancing gifts into The Camp
House when the venue was opened.
Anyone can join the class for $5.
However, Zumba dancing is not
the only way to get exercise. Alison
Fellers teaches a yoga class on Monday nights from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Just bring $5 and a mat.
The Camp House is where coffee, live music, great food, Zumba
dancing, yoga, and church come
together. Go get involved.

The Camp House
1427 Williams St.
Downtown Chattanooga
Camp House/ Windfarm Coffee Bar:
423. 702. 8081 www.thecamphouse.com
Evensong Church:
Rev. Chris Sorensen 203. 570. 8077.
Yoga Class:
Allison Fellers 423.718.2864
jafler@earthlink.net
Zumba Class:
Lindsey Morman 706. 333. 9856
lindseymorman@yahoo.com

4 Arts

Q:

What piece
of art
exemplifies
the phrase
“sophomore
slump”?

Vampire Weekend’s

Contra

Fret not: I am prepared to accept the role of most-hated music critic on campus. The brilliance of Vampire Weekend’s freshman effort lies in its simplicity: equal parts wit, sincerity, and sheer pop creativity.
So two years later, I expected a mature, poppy (pardon the “Oxford Comma”), and intelligent evolution
in that vein. Instead, they released three or four great songs that meet the standard, and 25 minutes of
toned-down, mindless filler. Most of the songs fall somewhere in the spectrum of “Campy-Paul-SimonRip-Off” to “Failed-Auto-Tune-Experiment.” Or perhaps the spectrum of “As-Obnoxious-as-‘Cousins’“
to “As-Mind-Numbingly-Boring-as-‘I Think UR A Contra’.” Take your pick. It kind of sounds like
Ezra Koenig has been listening to lots of bad reggae and early Peter Gabriel B-Sides. Or that he took
way too many cues from his producer/bandmate Rostam Batmanglij—the same guy who brought
us that miserable Converse collaboration with Kid Cudi, “All Summer.” But mostly, it just
sounds like Koenig tried to step too far out of the box, and forgot that he is, in fact, a pop artist. Did I mention that there’s actually a song titled “I Think UR A Contra?”

-John Drexler

Southland Tales
Though the phrase “sophomore slump” usually brings uninspired albums
to mind, no work of art exemplifies the term better than Richard Kelly’s film
Southland Tales, his self-indulgent and utterly terrible follow up to the cult legend
Donnie Darko.
Kelly basically took everything that made Darko interesting and pushed it way
out beyond the line of no return and into the realm of incoherence. The plot involves
a 1984 government and a rip in space-time that causes Armageddon. To be ironic I
guess, the film stars an ensemble of terrible actors: The Rock, Seann William Scott,
and Sarah Michelle Geller, to name a few. It’s narrated by Justin Timberlake, who
predictably quotes things like Revelations and T.S. Eliot’s “The Hollow Men.” The
climax of the film involves Scott trapped in a flying ambulance, meeting the mirHarry Potter on the sophomore slump list? Blasphemy! Ignorance! Nope. Truth. I am an
ror image of himself (or his twin; I could never figure out which) in order that
obsessive Harry Potter fan, so it’s hard for me to criticize. But be honest with yourself and
he might die and the world might be saved. Or something.
then try to tell me that it measures up with the others.
Last June, the Oxford English Dictionary completed its third edition
When I read Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone for the first time, I was about the same age as
of the portion of the words from “M” to “rococoesque.” Desiring
Harry and I was even more blown away by the ridiculously awesome new world of magic than he
to be as up-to-date as possible, Southland Tales was used as an
was. I seriously had some sort of magic dream every night for months. The second book doesn’t
example under the word “pretentious.”
have that. It isn’t new. Books three through seven are not new ideas either, but they offer lots of
new experiences: Life outside of the castle; REAL MAGIC. I know that J.K. Rowling wrote the
-Luke Mosher
books and characters to grow with the readers. But The Chamber of Secrets is still just about
a couple of dorky kids running around a castle with wooden sticks that don’t work the way
they’re supposed to. Ron and Harry’s voices haven’t even changed yet. Ginny and Hermione
are still bratty little girls, not the incredibly beautiful and enchanting characters that become the love obsessions of every male reader (I’m serious. Every single guy falls in love
with both of them.) Anyway, it just doesn’t match up. The plot isn’t as interesting,
the stakes aren’t high enough and the characters don’t infest your soul the way
that they do in all of the other books (That’s a pun by the way. If you read
the book you should get it.)

Harry Potter

& the Chamber of
Secrets

-Isaiah Smallman
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The Misadventures
of Bobby Ray
by John Drexler
john.drexler@covenant.edu

The only thing Weezer, T.I., Paramore, and Janelle Monae have in
common is that they are all caught
up in the disjointed mess that is
B.o.B’s latest album. The Adventures
of Bobby Ray sets a new record for
lack of cohesion and consistency
in a pop album. From funky love
songs to angry, hard raps to acoustic beach jams, B.o.B cannot seem
to make up his mind about what
exactly the B.o.B experience is supposed to be.
The record comes across more
like a safe, monetary investment in
the pop music industry than it is an
expression of art. And in that sense,
it is a phenomenal success.
Between the pleasant heart-wrench
“Airplanes,” the shamelessly adoring
love tune “Nothin’ On You,” and
the equally glittery and ironic collaboration with Weezer’s front man
Rivers Cuomo in “Magic,” B.o.B
has secured multiple top ten spots
on the Billboard charts for most of
the last six months—and with good
reason.
B.o.B’s greatest strength is his
understanding of what makes a pop
song really pop. And those songs
pop! But in order to accentuate this
strength, he sacrifices any sense of
consistency or real artistic identity.
“Don’t Let Me Fall,” for example, is
not a bad song; it is a safe song. It
uses an idiot-proof chord progression - you can’t go wrong with that.
Will it make Paula Abdul tear up?
Will schools around the country
start playing it during soccer warmups this fall? Probably. But does
the song do anything interesting
or even marginally creative with its
stock beat/chord progression? No.
Five tracks later, “Ghosts In The
Machine” sounds like it could be
One Republic’s poorly produced
sequel to their mediocre effort—another ballad with no backbone.
One of the best hooks of the
album is just a borrowed melody
from Vampire Weekend. “The
Kids,” apart from this sample, is
weak. But to be fair, the hit makes
very good use of Janelle Monae’s
talents. The album is not without
its finely produced hits. Beyond

the three huge radio hits, “Fame”
and “Past My Shades” groove into
a classic Atlanta-funk and playfully
demonstrate B.o.B.’s aptitude as an
artist. Problems arise when these
moods are rudely interrupted by
the starkly out-of-place, truly pitiful
attempt at gangster rap “Bet I,” or
the immensely boring, trite acoustic
jam “Lovelier Than You.”
These juxtapositions beg the question of whether B.o.B is schizophrenic, or, more likely, that his
producer simply suggested 11 beats
that would likely sell fast, and that
only a few caught on—an inter-

esting, but ultimately depressing
prospect. The Adventures of Bobby
Ray presents the listener with five
fantastic pop songs and six songs
that just don’t work. For the radio
listener, B.o.B is on fire. And in one
sense, he is. For the album listener,
however, this record is a failure.

ATLANTICRECORDS.COM

Get Low Leans on
Actors’ Strengths
by Daniel Tucker
daniel.tucker@covenant.edu

If it feels like you’ve already
met the characters in Get Low,
it’s probably because you already
have. Robert Duvall plays the
same grumpy old man he portrayed in Secondhand Lions, and
Bill Murray plays the same dry,
sarcastic character we have seen
time and again.
The characters presented in the
film are essentially stereotypes
- personalities we’ve seen many
times before and will see again
soon. What saves them from being complete cardboard cutouts is
perfect casting choices.
Surprisingly, the recycled
performances are not a weakness,
but a positive catalyst for the film.
Because we are familiar with these
actors and the characters they
most often play, we get a sense of
enjoyment from seeing the talent
fly from the screen again.
Set in Tennessee during the
1930’s, Get Low tells the story
of Felix Bush (Duvall), the local
hermit who decides to throw
himself a funeral party while he’s
still alive. Desperate to make
money because “people aren’t
dying enough,” local undertaker
Frank Quinn (Murray) jumps on
board immediately. As the story
progresses, we are given a deeper
look into the quiet Felix Bush,
who is racked with inner conflict.
In his first feature film, director
Aaron Schneider earnestly attempts to tell a story of redemption and the wearing effects
of guilt on the soul. Duvall’s
character is haunted by a sin he

committed many years ago, any
detail of which the script foolishly
refrains from showing the audience until the last ten minutes of
the film. By the time those final
ten minutes are up, we are left
wishing that we had been given
more. If more attention had been
given to character development
and a more streamlined story,
then perhaps Get Low would have
joined the ranks of other great
films that demand more viewings.
Though it has its weak points,
Get Low benefits from a strong
cast who seem to have had their
roles written specifically for them.
Bill Murray is as dry as ever, and
Robert Duvall gives another great
performance. His concluding
monologue makes the plodding,
dull middle act worth enduring.
Although this is Schneider’s
first feature film, he enters the
business with an Oscar already
in hand. He won an Academy
Award in 2004 for the short film
Two Soldiers, and was part of the
crew for Titanic, Kiss the Girls,
and TV’s Supernatural. He has a
remarkable talent for setting up
a captivating and well-framed
shot. Although the film had a low
budget, it succeeds in recreating
the 1930’s. Schneider might still
have a few kinks to work out in
his transition from short films to
the director’s chair, but it’s hard
to deny that his star is just over
the horizon.
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ANNIE HUNTINGTON

you reach

for those

sweatpants
Why it’s important
to dress with
purpose
by Isaiah Smallman
isaiah.smallman@covenant.edu

I think that it’s important to dress
with purpose. The point of this
article is not to try to make anyone
conform to my sense of style. I’m
also not to try to convince anyone
that they need to go out, spend a
lot of money, and then stand in
front of the mirror every morning
obsessing over the decision of what
to wear.
My point is to explain the
importance of having some sense of
style. Being intentional about what
you wear is not only part of being a
self-respecting part of the community, but also important for being
part of the grown up world.
Would it be the worst thing in
the world to spend a whopping two
minutes to figure out something to

wear other than what you woke up
in? I understand that you live here
and you don’t want to have to get
pretty every single time you leave
the room. Fine. But have a little respect, if not for yourself at least for
your professors. Showing up to class
in your pajamas and slippers is not
respectful. That says, “Mr. Overly
Tolerant Prof., I know you have
some important stuff to say and
that you are older and wiser than
me and are doing me a great service
by transferring your knowledge to
me, but I think I would prefer it if
you came to give this lecture in my
bedroom, because I stayed up until
4:00 AM watching movies and
canoodling and didn’t wake up until
three minutes before class. Or better
yet, maybe you could come give
class in the locker room so I don’t
have to change out of my spandex.”

You or your parents are paying a lot
of money to go here. Why not approach your classes with some more
dignity?
That’s my rant about Covenant.
But what about the real world?
What about when you are applying
for a real job? I don’t have much experience in the real world. But one
thing I have noticed is that what
you wear matters. Wearing nice
clothes that fit and are well ironed
is not an option. Dressing well is
a huge part of saying, I am serious
about what I am doing. Not only
am I serious about it, but I’m good
at it and I deserve your respect.
I’m not so ignorant that I don’t
realize that part of the importance
that people put on dressing well is
derivative of the fact that people in
our upper middle class American
culture tend to have unhealthy ob-

sessions with their images (all of us
can fit into this somewhere on the
spectrum). However, there is nothing wrong with looking like you are
OK with the fact that you are not
lying in your bed. And even though
we shouldn’t just take everything
the world throws at us, there are
times when you just need to learn
to play the game that everyone else
is playing. Employers expect a shirt
and a tie for guys, or a nice blouse
and tasteful jewelry for girls. That’s
just the way it is.
Here are a few tips.
1) Care about what you wear. You
don’t need to dress up to look composed. Just put a little bit of effort
into it.
2) Guys. When you dress up, don’t
wear a shirt from somewhere like
American Eagle or Abercrombie
and Fitch. Those shirts are great for

lots of other occasions, but they are
not meant to wear with ties and you
can tell the difference. I promise.
3) Also to guys: Start your tie collection and learn how to tie them.
Learn some different knots and
figure out which one fits the shirt
you are wearing best. The single and
double windsors are great with just
about anything.
4) Quality over quantity. Don’t get
five mediocre shirts. Get two nice
ones. They will last and you can
always mix and match with ties and
jackets.
5) Get what you can at the thrift
store. Clothes with character are
awesome and when they cost $2 it’s
easy to love them even more. Also,
you can get clothes that are of much
higher quality than you could ever
afford new at a fraction of the cost.

Men, Women, &

Dragonslayers
Chapel provokes gender role debate
by Luke Granholm
luke.granholm@covenant.edu

ANNIE HUNTINGTON

Many students left chapel Friday
temporarily distracted from their
Kilter costumes by the passionate
exhortation about biblical masculinity given by Concord Baptist’s
Pastor Aaron Martin.
The message that caused heated
discussions from lunchroom to
classroom was Martin’s picture
of the biblical man. Though the
discussion began addressing both
men and women, it quickly became clear that Martin’s focus was
on the guys.
According to Martin, Christian
men and even Covenant men
are confused about their gender
role, indicated by men dressing as
women (though no details were

provided), letting women lead
for them and being “cowards” in
relationships with women.
Martin’s expressed conception
of the Biblical man is one who
is strong through leadership,
obeying the word of the Lord. A
biblical man is one who “slays” the
dragons of our “God-hating” and
“sin-eating culture.” Men are to
steward the earth, protecting and
cultivating life. Men are to represent God to others and bringing
family before the Lord, respectively. And the women’s role? Cheer
him on. Some women were put off
by Martin’s exhortation.
“I felt he put me in a box, and it
wasn’t a nice box” said sophomore
Anna Harrison.
Others were refreshed and
continued on page 7
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racism at
Covenant
Recent campus events

show we’re more racist
than we realize
by John Drexler
john.drexler@covenant.edu

The Andreas Nachofest is one of
the best community events of the
year. This year’s fiesta, however,
featured several participants dressed
as homeless, filth-covered Mexicans.
These characters were lying in piles
of newspaper, pretending to peddle
cheap wallets and fruit, black-marketed green cards, and other junk.
They loudly made jokes to
passers-by about domestic violence,
homelessness, drug-trade, and slave
labor.
“I guess this is pretty racist. But
it’s also pretty funny,” said one of
the key players. “We weren’t really
trying to be racist.”
“Listen,” added another, “We
don’t mind Mexicans, as long as
they have their paperwork.”
It is easy to imagine that racism is
a dead issue, or one foreign to the
Christian community. Yet this and
other recent campus events seem to
suggest otherwise.
Similar flippant American elitism
was demonstrated in one hall’s
much broader, demeaning portrayal
of Mexicans during Carter Christmas last year. Covenant’s SNL last
year had students portraying stereotypical black characters.
Each of the events discussed were
continued from page 7

believed that Martin’s message
was timely.
“I liked the bluntness of it and
I think he is right. I think a lot
of guys have lost their masculinity; men should be leaders,”
commented sophomore Caitlin
Lochstampfor.
Some felt it was unfounded.
“For the point he was trying
to make, a better scripture could
have been used,” explained freshman Hannah Copeland.
I’m concerned that Martin is

successful, community-building
events. In each case, though, a few
individuals marred the experience
by making some bad decisions.
Collectively, these scenes beg an
important question that ought to
be considered by every member of
the Covenant community: How
can hundreds of Covenant students
(myself included) observe a scene
so racist, offensive and contrary to
the spirit of the community-driven
event in which it occurred without
asking a few questions? How can it
be that not one person spoke up?
How can it be that casual racism
has become a recurring theme in
Covenant events?
Matthew 18 is explicit in its
instruction of how to lovingly confront a brother in sin. Confronting
isolated incidents between a handful of individuals would be tasteless
and thoroughly un-biblical. I am
confronting the campus as a whole,
not individuals. And I am certainly
not claiming innocence from any
of the issues I address.
In light of this, I refrain from
using names as much as possible,
as to not distract from the purpose
of the article: to address a lukewarmness toward racism that has
invaded our campus.
I am not branding a certain hall,
building, or individual as a racist.

One senior involved in the
Nacho-fest noted, “It’s just the way
people joke. This instance was not
unique: it just put into action the
way people on campus talk about
Mexicans.” This is an unsettling
comment at a school with only one
half-Mexican student enrolled.
Some might instinctively shift
responsibility for stifling these
insensitive gestures, particularly
in the case of the Nacho Fest, to
the Resident Directors, but this is
unrealistic.
“There is a certain point at which
authorities should not step in,” said
Joel Reitema, Andreas RD. “It is
the responsibility of students to call
each other out.” He is absolutely

right. We are adults: we ought not
depend upon authorities to put up
rigid boundaries in order for us to
act accordingly.
Incidentally, Reitema was in his
apartment during this entire event,
cooking the food we all enjoyed. He
only caught wind of one example of
the ugly display (a banner that said,
“God Bless America and No One
Else”) and instructed participants to
take it down immediately.
Sophomore Ila Davidson, a lifelong missionary to Hispanics said,
“I’m used to it—it’s not shocking
at all… Things like this used to
make me want to cry, but living in
America, I have to get used to it.”
Ila exemplifies this pain-

fully common numbness we share
toward the degradation of God’s
creation that manifests itself in
racism, sexism, and judgment in
general. As Christians, we ought
to look different than the rest of
America: without falling into the
trap of over-sensitivity, we should
never become numb.
As a community, we are each
called to stand up with the love of
Christ and call each other out! Call
your best friends out! Call me out!
But do it only through relationships. Do it with clear, loving
dialogue. Let’s work together to
root out this ignorance that resides
in each of our hearts.

shortchanging the role of women
in his admonition to men. Obviously, the problem is not Martin’s
promotion of virtues like strength
and stewardship themselves
(though we might want to revisit
the idea of slaying our cultural
enemies). The real difficulty is
found by going back through 1
Kings 2 and deciding which of the
charges are not for women following Christ. Strength? Courage?
Leadership? Stewardship? These
are appropriate recommendations,
but why do we feel the need to deal
these virtues exclusively to men?

I asked senior Brenda Nelson,
member of Concord Baptist why
the message resonated with some
women. “We want men to be
that way,” she said. This works in
our understanding of what men
are to be in a godly marriage.
Many thought this was the point
Martin was getting at, but didn’t
quite reach. Senior Julie Drexler
commented,“I thought the talk
was about our future [marriage]
relationships...What he was
describing was a very conservative
stance on how men should act and
live and it was fairly lopsided. It

felt uneven, and his talk wasn’t
complete.”
If Martin were applying these
roles to men within the context of
family and church, then there is
biblical support for his position.
But when you extrapolate the
gender roles of these areas to the
classroom, business, and politics,
danger ensues. My fear is that it
will may cause women (and men)
to incorrectly distribute virtues
between the sexes. Outside of a
man’s role as husband, father and
elder in the church, our understanding of gender distinctions is

significantly “impoverished by
our blinders of culture,” as Dr.
Jay Green put it.
As a Christian, I recognize
that I have failed often at being
astrong leader and steward.
On this note, I think Martin’s
charge to the student body was
appropriate. But if you leave all
the leading to men, the body of
Christ will only be able to limp
toward the kingdom on one leg.
We need your counsel, creativity,
strength and leadership so the
body of Christ can thrive and run
toward the goal.

An Andreas resident pretends to be a homeless Mexican at Sunday’s Nachofest

8 Sports

Sports Digested
by David Pifer

All of Covenant’s fall sports have
been in action for the better part
of a month now, but ironically,
it’s the members of the golf team
who are just now getting into the
swing of things. The team teed
off its 2010 fall season last Monday with a trip to the Piedmont
Invitational. Freshman golfer Alex
Mosteller proved himself an asset
to the squad, shooting a Covenant
record 144 even-par for the two day
event that helped lead the Scots to a
fourth place finish out of 10 teams.

The Lady Scots kicked off the 2010
season in perfect form. They began
with a record of 4-0, scoring 14
goals without conceding any. Last
week, the ladies traveled to Salem
College and came away with their
first loss of the year in a 1-0 defeat.
But with goalkeeper Bethany Holman in good form, and forward
Lauren Probst always looking to
add to her team-leading 4 goals on
the season, the team should have
no problem bouncing back from
this minor setback in an otherwise
perfect season.

Cross Country:

The cross country team has run in
two races and both have had frustrating outcomes. The men finished
7th of 9 and 7th of 7 in both of
their initial runs, while the women
finished 6th of 10 and 7th of 8. It is
still early in the season though, and
one of the bright spots for the Scots
has been the running of Jonathan
Preg. Preg has finished first for the
Scots in both of the opening meets
and ran the first race of the year
at Sewanee just 8 seconds off his
personal best, finishing 30th out of
104 runners.

Volleyball:

Inconsistent is the word to describe
the Lady Scot’s volleyball season so
far, as they’ve posted a 4-6 record
through 10 games. Despite strong
starts, the Lady Scots have been
unable to close out tight games and
their record has suffered as a result.
The team believes in itself though,
and is looking to become more consistent as the season progresses. The
answer may lie in the play of Erica
Adams and Jesse Jakes, who have
been leading the Lady Scots in most
statistical categories this year.
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Women’s
Soccer:

JOHN KNIGHT

Golf:
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david.pifer@covenant.edu

Men’s Soccer:

So far, the Scots soccer team is a
perfect 2-0 at home having won
both games with 3-0 shut outs.
But while the team is cruising on
a three game winning streak at the
moment, many fans don’t know
that the team lost 3 of its 4 road
games at the beginning of the
season. However, the Scots appear
to have turned a corner. Sitting at
4-3 on the year, the team is hoping
to ride an upcoming wave of home
games towards more victories.
Perhaps the most notable of these
upcoming games is the match
against Bryan College at home, this
upcoming Tuesday.

